BRIEF ON EUR/NAT STATES RESTRICTIONS DUE TO COVID-19
(Monday, 23 November 2020)

Disclaimer
Total:
26 NOTAMs
The purpose
of this Brief is for information. All operational stakeholders are requested to consult the
most up-to-date AIS publications.
The sources of this Brief are the NOTAM Summary published on EUROCONTROL Network
Operations Portal, the ICAO ISTARS Portal (NOTAMs issued by States explicitly including COVID-19
related information) and IATA travel centre (COVID-19) website.

Country

Status / Restriction

Albania

No flight suspensions to Albania
Please check immigration restriction.
Flights to Algeria are suspended except State, cargo, medevac, technical landings where
crews and passengers do not disembark, private purpose flights and repatriation flights;
all with permission from the Algerian CAA
Apply the relevant Coronavirus (COVID-19) regulations of France or Spain, whichever
must be transited to enter Andorra.
A completed awareness questionnaire must be presented upon arrival.
Passengers must self-isolate for 14 days with exemptions granted.
Pax restrictions with exemptions granted/pax entry requirements
Aircraft operators are obliged to collect contact details of pax if coming from the affected
countries are listed; https://www.bmeia.gv.at/reise-aufenthalt/reisewarnungen
LOLG, LOLK, LOLS closed
LOGO, LOWG, LOWS, LOWI, LOWK availability
LOXT, LOXZ crews/pax requirements
LOIH, LOGG PPR
All international pax flights to/from Azerbaijan are restricted with exemptions granted
Resumption of international pax flights only after agreement of Government of
Azerbaijan taking into account epidemiology situation and other restrictions
Pax restrictions, entry conditions
Pax entry requirements
Passengers are not allowed to enter.
This does not apply to:
- passengers arriving from EEA Member States or Switzerland;
- passengers arriving from Australia, Japan, Korea (Rep.), New Zealand, Rwanda,
Singapore, Thailand or Uruguay;
- nationals of Andorra, Monaco, San Marino, Switzerland, Vatican City (Holy See), UK
and EEA Member States;
- other exemptions granted
Pax flights will only be allowed to operate between 0500UTC and 2200UTC for
departures and between 0430UTC and 2200UTC for arrivals; with exemptions granted
EBCF - limited to home-based aircraft and other essential traffic.
Foreign pax entry requirements/ exemptions.
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Bulgaria

Croatia

Cyprus

Czechia

Denmark

Estonia

Foreign pax restrictions with exemptions granted/ pax entry conditions
Aircraft operators are allowed to transport pax who are allowed to entry Bulgaria.
Immediate departure from Bulgaria must be guaranteed
LBGO availability
Requirements based on EASA safety directive (SD Nr. 2020-004) and actions to be
taken when arriving in Croatia
Border crossing allowed citizens of EU, UK and countries from Schengen area and
Schengen associated States, their families, third country nationals who are long-term
residents, persons with long term visa or other legal status for permanent residence.
Crossing Croatia will be allowed to third country residents like:
healthcare professionals, researchers, cross-border workers, cargo-transport workers,
diplomats and some other categories
Other restrictions/ entry requirements
All flight restrictions to/from Cyprus removed; AOs to familiarise themselves with
procedures for health protocol published on IATA TIMATIC
General requirements for aircraft operators ref observance of restrictions in Cyprus and
pax information
Pax restrictions/ entry requirements/ exemptions; www.cyprusflightpass.gov.cy
Foreign pax are not allowed to enter except:
- nationals of Andorra, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus,
Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland
(Rep.), Italy, Japan, Korea (Rep.), Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta,
Monaco, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, San Marino,
Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand, UK and Vatican City (Holy
See); other exemptions granted
Foreign pax not allowed except:
- residents of Australia, Finland, Japan, Korea (Rep.), New Zealand, Singapore, South
Korea, Vatican City, Thailand, and Uruguay;
- residents of Germany (Schleswig-Holstein), Norway and Sweden (Blekinge, Halland
and Skaane)
- pax residing in banned third and in high-risk countries who have a worthy purpose must
present proof of a negative covid-19 test.
Other restrictions/ entry requirements
Foreign training military flights prohibited; PPR in special cases
EKVJ closed for public access
EKAH, EKCH, EKKA availability
EKMB PPR
Greenland: Non-scheduled flights from abroad to contact AD authorities prior to
departure (BGBW, BGCO, BGSF, BGTL, BGAA, BGGH, BGJN, BGKK, BGMQ,
BGPT, BGQQ, BGSS, BGUK, BGUQ) and overnight stays accepted only for technical
reasons
BGTL - closed to all aircrafts except approved AMC resupply missions and approved
official NATO resupply missions
Restrictions on regular and charter pax flights to-from all Estonian airports from EU
States plus Norway, Switzerland and Iceland, where the cumulative number of positive
COVID tests per 100,000 inhabitants in said country for the past 14 days is above the EU
average of twice, based on the ECDC information (except to- from Frankfurt, Helsinki,
Copenhagen, Riga and Warsaw; other exemptions granted). For info :
https://www.mkm.ee/et/uudised/info-lennupiirangute-kohta
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Finland

France

Georgia

Germany

Greece

Hungary

Direct pax flights from airports outside the EU to Estonian airports are only allowed from
countries listed in annex 1 of the recommendation of EU Council (except London; other
exemptions granted), for info: https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/pressreleases/2020/08/07/lifting-of-travel-restrictions-council-reviews-the-list-of-thirdcountries
Pax restrictions with exemptions granted
Finland has started to open borders for pax traffic with some restrictions listed here:
www.raja.fi/en
EFTU limited control service and some other restrictions
France maintains controls at its external borders and restricts travel;
Pax arriving to metropolitan France from EU countries, Andorra, Iceland, Lichtenstein,
Monaco, Norway, San Marino, Switzerland, UK, Vatican, Australia, South Korea, Japan,
New Zealand, Rwanda, Singapore and Thailand are not limited in their reason for travel.
Pax arriving from any other country shall be authorised to enter France only for the
reasons given in the derogatory travel forms available on the internet (ministry of interior
website).
Please check NOTAM F1832/20 for other restrictions.
LFMH availability/ restrictions
LFBH 48h PPR for international extra-Schengen and intra-Schengen flights
LFMN pax entry conditions for GA flights
LFKJ availability for outside Schengen flights, PPR
International scheduled flights to/from Georgia prohibited, exemptions granted for flights
between UGTB and EDDM, LFPG, EVRA, OTHH, EPWA, LGAV, EHAM, LOWW,
EDDB, LIME; between UGKO and EVRA, EPKT,EYVI, EDLW; for ferry flights,
cargo, governmental flights, ambulance, emergency landings, technical stop, areal works,
search and rescue operations; more info www.mfa.gov.ge/ www.stopcov.ge
Foreign pax restrictions with exemptions granted
Temporary travel restriction for non-essential travel from third countries to Germany
with exemptions granted (This does not include flight restrictions).
Pax/crew requirements by the Federal Ministry of Health
EDDE, EDCP closed
EGLV aircraft parking limitations
EDAH, EDDG, EDDR, EDNY, EDQG, EDVE, EDVK, EDXW availability
EDDC, EDLP, EDVI, EDWH, EDXH, EDXI PPR
Commercial flights and GA/BA to-from Turkey are prohibited with exemptions granted
All flights from Albania and North Macedonia, commercial and GA/BA, are permitted
only to Athens International Airport (LGAV). Flights to other Greek Aerodromes are
suspended with exemptions granted
All commercial and GA/BA flights originating from any aerodrome in the territory of
Catalonia of Spain to any aerodrome in Greece are suspended
Only essential travel, properly documented, is allowed for pax on all domestic flights,
commercial and general/business aviation.
Non-EU citizens are prohibited to enter Greece except citizens and permanent residents
from Australia, Japan, New Zealand, Rwanda, South Korea, Thailand, Uruguay, UAE
and Singapore; exemptions granted
Other pax restrictions/ entry requirements
LGKO PPR
LGSK specific restrictions for IFR/VFR flights
Flights from Chorteto airfield and Serres airfield/ Emmanouil Pappas are suspended to
destinations beyond the administrative region of Serres.
Schengen borders are suspended and border crossing point is available only at:
LHBP, LHDC, LHPR, LHSM
Foreign pax restrictions with exemptions granted/pax entry requirements
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Iceland
Ireland

Israel

Italy

Kazakhstan

Kyrgyzstan

LHNY landing prohibited for operators based outside LHNY with exemptions granted
LHPR closed for all inbound international flights with exemptions
Pax restrictions for entering Iceland; www.covid.is and www.utl.is
Pax enty requirements; https://www2.hse.ie/conditions/coronavirus/travel.html
Special arrangements for flights from Denmark due to newly discovered virus variant of
COVID-19 in Denmark.
EISG flight restrictions/requirements
EICK OPS restrictions
EIDW aircraft parking limitations
Foreign pax are prohibited to enter the country, including transit; with exemptions
granted.
All international flights arriving to Israel permitted to land only at LLBG, LLER or
LLHA
Pax flights permitted from green locations as published by Israel ministry of health
website:
www.gov.il/en/departments/dynamiccollectors/green-red-countries?skip=0
No restrictions for flights with flight crew members only
Foreign pax not allowed until 24 November 2020 with exemptions granted
For further info: www.enac.gov.it
Entry and transit in the national territory is regulated as prescribed with the decrees of
President of Council Minister of 03/11/2020 (www.governo.it) and also according to
ordinances of the Ministery of Health.
All flights arriving/departing to/from Italy must comply with the requirements of the
decree of the president of the ministerial council of 11 Jun and 14 Jun 2020
All flights arriving/departing to/from Italy must comply with the requirements of the
Decree of the minister of infrastructures and transport and minister of health no 245 of 14
Jun 2020 on the following aerodromes; LIBD, LIBP, LIBR, LICA, LICC, LICD, LICG,
LICJ, LIEA, LIEE, LIEO, LIMC, LIME, LIMJ, LIMF, LIML, LIMZ, LIMP, LIPE,
LIPR, LIPY, LIPX, LIPZ, LIRA, LIRN, LIRP, LIRF and LIRQ, commercial flights,
aerotaxi and general aviation flights allowed.
Specific requirements for aerotaxi on all remaining airports; cargo flights and postal
service are allowed on all remaining airports;
GA activity and commercial flights on demand not permitted on LIRF from 0401 to 2059
LIBG, LIPH closed with exemptions granted
LIPE pax boarding, disembarking and immigration operations may be delayed
LIPQ non-scheduled flights and GA are allowed only if authorized by AD operator and
least 24H PPR
LIRJ availability
LIMP AD security, administration and handling not provided
LILA home based aircraft only
LIDA, LIDB, LIDG, LIDR, LIDH, LIDL, LIDP, LIDU, LIDT, LIPD, LIPF, LIPG,
LIPM, LIPN, LIPU, LIPV, LIRU, LIRV, LIRL, LIQN traffic subject to limitations
Airports are closed for international flights/ pax;
This does not apply to nationals of: Belarus, Egypt, Germany, Korea (Rep.), Kyrgyzstan,
Netherlands, Russian Fed., Turkey, Ukraine, UAE and Uzbekistan
Other exemptions granted
Passengers are not allowed to transit or enter Kazakhstan with exemptions granted
Suspension of visa exemptions for nationals of several countries.
Foreign pax are not allowed to enter, except nationals of:
Armenia, Austria, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Belgium, China (People’s Republic), Georgia,
Germany, Iceland, Ireland (Rep), Italy, Japan, Kazakhstan, Korea (Rep.), Kuwait,
Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxemburg, Malaysia, Pakistan, Portugal, Qatar,
Russian Fed., Slovenia, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, Turkmenistan, UK, UAE and
Uzbekistan.
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Latvia

Lithuania

Luxembourg
Malta

Moldova

Monaco

Other exemptions/entry requirements.
EVRA- scheduled pax flights are not accepted from COVID high risk EU and EEA
countries – Andorra and Luxembourg
Flights from outside EU and EEA allowed from Australia, Japan, New Zealand, Rwanda,
South Korea, Singapore, Switzerland, Thailand, UK and Uruguay.
All others countries are subject to individual approval.
All international transportation of passengers, tourism and traveling restrictions due to
COVID-19 are published in AIP SUP 018/2020
Pax restrictions/entry requirements
Foreign pax are not allowed to enter except:
- nationals Andorra, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czechia, Denmark,
Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland (Rep.), Italy,
Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Monaco, Netherlands, Norway,
Poland, Portugal, Romania, San Marino, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, UK and Vatican City (Holy See);
Other exemptions/ entry requirements.
http://koronastop.lrv.lt/en/
Foreign pax restrictions/entry requirements until 31 December 2020 with exemptions
granted
Pax requirements; https://www.maltairport.com/declarationforms
The order of travel ban on persons to/from Malta is extended, with the following
exceptions:
-Cargo flights, ferry flights, humanitarian flights, and repatriation flights shall be exempt
from this order;
-Pax arriving from Austria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland,
Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Germany, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Norway, Italy,
France, Slovakia, Switzerland, Greece, Croatia, Spain, Poland, UK, Belgium, Bulgaria,
Netherlands, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South Korea, Andorra, Monaco, San
Marino, China, Vatican City, Rwanda, Uruguay, Slovenia, Japan, Morocco, Thailand,
Tunisia, Portugal, Romania, Lebanon, Indonesia, UAE, Turkey, Jordan, Liechtenstein
and Sweden shall be exempt from this order provided that they have not been in any
country not in the above list in the 14 days prior to their arrival in Malta.
-Exemption may be granted by the superintendent of public health for persons traveling
to/from countries not on the list, where such travel is deemed necessary or essential;
Operators shall obtain prior approval from the Malta Civil Aviation Directorate on email:
dutyofficer.cad@transport.gov.mt, before any operations.
Pax arriving from Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, France, Germany,
Hungary, Ireland, Italy (from Milan, Rome, Bologna, Naples, Perugia, Pescara, Pisa,
Trieste, Turin, Venice), Luxembourg Netherlands, Poland, Portugal (from Porto), Spain,
Switzerland, Tunisia and UK (Belfast, Birmingham, Cardiff, Edinburgh, Leeds,
Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle, Nottingham) should present a negative Covid-19
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) taken within 72 hours of their arrival before boarding
flights to Malta.
Pax who fail to produce the PCR Covid-19 test on arrival, may be submitted to testing in
Malta and may be subject to a quarantine order issued by the superintendent of public
health.
All scheduled and non-scheduled passenger flights to and from airports of the Republic
of Moldova are permitted and shall be operated under conditions specified in the CAA
Operational Directive nr.08-13/06/2020 published on:
http://www.caa.md/rom/documents/directives/
Pax restrictions according to a list of countries with high or low epidemiological risk of
transmitting of countries with high or low epidemiological risk of transmitting COVID19; exemptions granted
Pax requirements related to declaration of certifying negative COVID-19.
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Montenegro

Morocco

Netherlands

North
Macedonia
Norway

Poland

Portugal

Romania

LYPG and LYTV are open for international traffic, but only flights coming from States
in the lists published by the Institute for Public Health of Montenegro with exemptions
granted, for details: https://www.ijzcg.me.
LYPG availability
All flights from/to Morocco are suspended until further notice except over flight and
cargo. Crew members of cargo must remain on board and stopovers shortened.
Special flights of foreign airlines are allowed on request by their government with
condition of having authorization from the air transportation directorate (DTA/DGAC)
via the ministry of foreign affairs of Kingdom of Morocco.
The Moroccan airlines will schedule special flights, after a coordination with the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and must request authorization from DTA/DGAC
The flights must be operated taking into account the health conditions imposed by
competent authorities of each countries.
The authorized airlines must respect the conditions of access to the national territory,
related to passengers, imposed by competent authorities.
Pax entry requirements
Foreign pax are prohibited to enter Netherlands except Schengen, EU and UK nationals
and residents from Australia, Japan, New Zealand, Rwanda, Singapore, South
Korea, Thailand and Uruguay; other exemptions granted
EHTW closed visiting recreational GA aircraft
EHGG availability
EHEH PPR
Coronavirus (COVID-19) entry regulations lifted on 1 July 2020.
Foreign pax are not allowed to enter until 15 January 2021 with exemptions granted.
Strict measures are in force regarding pax coming from red countries and other
restrictions.
ENTO availability
Landing of civil aircraft with passengers performing international flights are prohibited
from the countries below:
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, Georgia, Jordan, Argentine, Armenia, Costa Rica,
Lebanon, North Macedonia, USA (except from States Illinois and New York) with
exemptions granted.
Pax restrictions/ entry requirements with exemptions granted
Flights from/to non-EU member states are prohibited to land at/depart from Portuguese
aerodromes. Exempted flights are:
Flights to-from Liechtenstein, Norway, Iceland, Switzerland, UK, Australia, China,
South Korea, Japan, New Zealand, Rwanda, Singapore, Thailand, Hong Kong and
Macao (including also residents of these countries whenever they have only carried out
international transits or transfers at airports located in countries that are not in this list)
and flights exclusively for essential travel.
Other exemptions granted
Pax restrictions/ entry requirements with exemptions granted
LPBR closed with exemptions granted
LPIN availability
LPSO only home based aircraft and other essential traffic
All flights operated by economic air carriers to/from airports located within Romanian
territory are suspended if their destination/departure airports are located within the
territory the following countries:
Andorra, Armenia, French Polynesia, Guam and Montenegro; with exemptions granted.
All aircraft operators are allowed to perform non-scheduled flights as follows:
to carry out seasonal workers or repatriation of foreign pax from Romania to any other
states; for repatriation of Romania citizens;
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Russian
Federation
San Marino
Serbia

Slovakia
Slovenia

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

Tajikistan

Tunisia

Turkey

Turkmenistan

to carry workers in the transportation domain
all PPR
Pax restrictions/entry requirements
LROP aircraft parking limitations
Gradual resumption of flights to some States
Foreign pax restrictions/ entry requirements with exemptions granted
Foreign pax restrictions/ entry requirements
Information relevant for prevention and protection and sanitary measures
Foreign pax entry requirements arriving from North Macedonia, Bulgaria, Romania and
Croatia; with exemptions granted.
Pax entry requirements
LZKZ all GA flights must obtain confirmation
Pax entry conditions with exemptions granted
All international flights arriving to any public airport in FIR LJLA shall make first
landing at international airports LJLJ, LJMB or LJPZ, with exemptions granted
Third country nationals not allowed with exemptions granted
Pax entry requirements with exemptions
Airlines operating at Spanish airport should comply with pax/crew mandatory guidelines
in Annex I to resolution of 9JUL2020, of Spanish aviation safety and security agency
(AESA); should submit to AESA statement of compliance with the above mentioned
guideline
LERS, LEVX only pax charter flights will be accepted with 72HR PPR
All foreign pax prohibited to enter Sweden, except pax from Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria,
Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece,
Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta,
Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain,
Switzerland and UK.
Nationals of these countries and their family members of the countries above who is
coming from third countries are exempted; other exemptions granted
Foreign pax are not allowed except nationals of EEA States, British nationals and pax
arriving from Schengen States; other exemptions granted
Pax entry requirements
LSGE, LSZB availability
LSZL operational restrictions
Flights to Tajikistan are suspended until 30 November 2020.
- This does not apply to flights arriving from China (People’s Rep.), Turkey and UAE.
- This does not apply to humanitarian, medevac and repatriation flights.
- Foreign pax restrictions except Turkish nationals.
- Pax/crew requirements.
Gradually resuming commercial flights; requirements listed; details in AIC06/20;
www.oaca.nat.tn
Pax entry requirements with exemptions granted
All flights, regardless of the seat configuration, will be allowed from/to any Turkish
Aerodromes with the following conditions:
All pax must wear mask any time at the airport or on board; all arriving pax need to fill
passenger locator forms; all pax with symptoms will be examined and tested; pax with
positive test will not be deported, being treated; flight permissions to be granted for
countries will be coordinated with the Ministry of Health; operators shall meet the
requirements published by Turkish DGCA on airport and airline pandemic guidelines for
all flights.
Flights to Turkmenistan are suspended until 1 January 2021;
This does not apply to repatriation flights of nationals and residents of Turkmenistan.
Pax entry requirements.
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Ukraine
United
Kingdom

Uzbekistan

Pax entry requirements; https://www.visitukraine.today/
Foreign pax in the past 14 days have been to or transited through Denmark are not
allowed to enter and transit.
Pax entry requirements with exemptions
Various requirements for OPS into UK and at individual airports
Commercial and private passenger flights where the last point of departure was Denmark
will be prohibited from landing in England with exemptions granted.
All arriving international flights required to provide 2 hrs prior to arrival an inflight
update, including NIL reports, about potentially symptomatic pax
EGJJ non-scheduled arrivals from outside Jersey must submit a general declaration prior
to departure
EGNS - all aircraft intending to land on the Isle of Man must do so at the Isle of Man
Airport during published airport opening hours to complete port arrivals process prior to
landing elsewhere on the Island
EGBG, EGBS, EGFH, EGNC, EGNW, EGPN, EGSV, EGTU closed
EGAB, EGAE, EGBE, EGBW, EGCB, EGCN, EGDI, EGDM, EGDY, EGGP, EGFF,
EGHE, EGHH, EGHI, EGHR, EGHQ, EGKR, EGMD, EGNJ, EGNE, EGNM, EGNR,
EGNT, EGNV, EGPB, EGPI, EGPL, EGPR, EGSH, EGSU, EGTE, EGTB, EGVP
availability
EGFE closed for non-essential traffic
EGUN crew/pax restrictions
EGJA, EGJB, EGLD, EGLK PPR
EGTO closed to GA with exemptions
Pax entry requirements with exemptions
Flights to Uzbekistan are suspended except:
- flights from Algeria, Austria, Azerbaijan, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Belarus, Belgium,
Bulgaria, Canada, China (People's Rep.), Croatia, Cyprus, Czechia, Denmark, Egypt,
Estonia, Finland, France, Georgia, Germany, Greece, Hungary, India, Indonesia,
Ireland (Rep.), Israel, Italy, Japan, Kazakhstan, Korea (Rep.), Kuwait, Kyrgyzstan,
Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malaysia, Malta, Nepal, Netherlands, Oman, Pakistan,
Poland, Portugal, Qatar, Romania, Russian Fed., Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Slovakia,
Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Tajikistan, Thailand, Turkey, USA, Ukraine, UAE
and UK.
- END -
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